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The EVGA Tegra NOTE 7 tablet is the perfect traveling companion - combining a lightning-fast mobile processor
with a brilliant 7-inch HD display in a sleek, comfortable design. Play the latest games at full speed. Capture
stunning photos. Watch HD video for up to ten hours. And listen to your favorite music with booming, room-filling
NVIDIA PureAudio. It's mobile freedom at the speed of life.Exceptional technology:First 7-inch tablet to feature the
fastest mobile processor, the NVIDIA Tegra 4World's fastest 7-inch tabletQuad-core, plus a 5th battery-saver
coreFeatures a 72-core NVIDIA GeForce GPU

NVIDIA DirectStylus for an incredibly responsive and natural writing experiencePatented stylus system allows for
highly sensitive variable stroke width3x more responsive than other available stylus solutionsOnly Chisel-tip stylus
on the marketIntuitive note taking, annotation, capturing, and sharingEdit PDFs: write, save, shareFull lasso
selection for easy editingGrab images in any app, and easily shareStylus support, plus finger and palm recognition

NVIDIA Chimera computational photography for Always-On HDRWorld's first HDR camera in a tablet: Capture
exactly what your eye seesTap-to-Track: Choose any object to track so it's in focus when you're ready to take the
shotSlow-motion: Gear down the action for drama and effect

NVIDIA PureAudio for the deepest, richest tablet audioFront facing stereo speakers with a bass reflex port for true
stereo soundExtended frequency response 380-12 kHz - compared to typical 800-5 kHz rangePremium Tegra 4
audio processing for louder, cleaner, richer soundNVIDIA PRISM 2 display processing, which modulates the
display backlight and per-pixel color values to extend battery life up to 40%

NVIDIA TegraZone for the best gaming experience on AndroidThe one-stop shop for all your enhanced Tegra HD
gamesEnjoy HD Tegra gaming on your big-screen TV via HDMI100% Android:Uncluttered, up-to-date,
synchronized app and profile support across Android devicesFull Google Mobile Services (GMS) and over the air
(OTA) updatesFull Google Play certificationIncredible Value:The fastest, loudest, most fun tablet you can find-at an
affordable priceCompose and create on the fly using the incredibly intuitive NVIDIA DirectStylus and bundled
appsAstounding front-facing NVIDIA PureAudio stereo sound with unique bass reflex port5 MP Always-On HDR
cameraWorld's first Always-On HDR tablet, capturing scenes exactly as your eye sees themWorld's first
Tap-to-Track tablet, allowing automatic tracking, focus, and exposure of the object chosen in the frameVGA front
camera for video chatWorld-class NVIDIA engineering (mechanical design, software, electrical, quality, over-the-air
updates)7" 1280x800 IPS displayCompatibility with Built for NVIDIA Tegra wireless game controllers means
console-quality gaming is available through the tabletOver the Air (OTA) update support to keep your Tegra NOTE
7 up to dateAdditional Specs:16GB storage + MicroSD card slotWi-Fi 802.11n4100 mAh battery for up to 10 hours
hD video playbackBluetooth 4.0 LEGPS, 9-axis motion with gyro, accelerometer, compassMicro HDMI to connect
to HDTVAmbient Light sensor for backlight controlUSB 2.01GB RAM
Learn more here.

About EVGA

EVGA is the #1 NVIDIA authorized partner in channel sales throughout North America. Based on the philosophy of
intelligent innovation, market knowledge, and the real time operation, EVGA continues to identify the need in the
market place and providing the solution to that need. By offering product differentiation, a 90 day Step-Up program,
and other customer focused programs, EVGA is a clear leader in all categories: etail, retail, distribution, and system
builders. With headquarters in Brea, CA, EVGA's global coverage includes EVGA GmbH in Munich, EVGA LATAM
in Miami, and EVGA Hong Kong. For further information online about EVGA, visit http://www.evga.com.
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